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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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v3.0.39 (05/12/2020)

Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-

user productivity throughout TrackIt.

DRS logic for Water Added adjusted (DDT-

2382)

Logic was added to allow a water flow meter to send water data in gallons to the

WebConsole. The data are sent via a connected IO box and are reported with

each ticket included in theBatch Summary and Load Properties reports.

DRS events added to the Daily

Breakdown Report

(NFS-

1612)

With the addition of the DrumRotation Sensor (DRS), status data from a

vehicle's DrumRotation Sensor will appear in theDaily Breakdown report.
"DRS" will appear next to the status to indicate which statuseswere updated

with the DrumRotation Sensor.
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Logic for error icons enhanced (NFS-

1708)

The logic for error icons in theBatch Summary report has been enhanced to
present the errorsmore accurately. The following changesweremade:

TrackIt will perform the check for Probe Failure before checking for
other errors. This will prevent invalid errors displaying when the probe

malfunctions.

A slump reading will now require the drum to be rotating at aminimumof

3 RPMs. A Driver Error icon will display if no slump reading is obtained
when the drumRPMs do not go below the 3 RPMsminimum.

Drum speed and pressure readings that could provide a slumpwill be

ignored if the probe does not supply a slump reading. Even though these

readingsmay be in range, theymay not be stable enough for the probe to

calculate a slump. TrackIt will not use the readingswhen determining

when to display an error icon.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a

more fluid and productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Load Properties Graph

will not load with

certain tickets

(NFS-1723)

Corrected behavior:

The Load Properties graph will now display properly when accessed from the

Batch Summary report. The double quote and all special characters are now
handled properly when they are included in the product description on a ticket.

Previous behavior:

Clicking on the graph icon on the Batch Summary report to view the Load

Properties report would not display the Load Properties graph properly. This

occurred when the product description on the ticket included a double quote.
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